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Kedisoft announces Invoice 3 for Mac OS X
Published on 07/17/08
Kedisoft is proud to announce Invoice 3, their scriptable invoicing application for Mac OS
X. Designed from scratch to leverage the power and beauty of the Mac OS, Invoice is an
easy-to-use, yet full-featured invoice application for the busy SOHO business owner. A
complete rewrite of Invoice 2, version 3 offers several new, unique and incredibly useful
features, such as color-coded invoices, on-the-fly currency conversion, block-style
editing mode, and more.
Izmir, Turkey - Kedisoft is proud to announce Invoice 3, their scriptable invoicing
application for Mac OS X. Designed from scratch to leverage the power and beauty of the
Mac OS, Invoice is an easy-to-use, yet full-featured invoice application for the busy SOHO
business owner.
Version 3 is a complete rewrite of Invoice 2. Among several new, unique and incredibly
useful features, Invoice 3 now offers Smart coloring of invoices, which are helpful to see
the status of each invoice at a glance. And since Invoice 3 supports full Drag & Drop
support, it is much easier to create and arrange invoices or drag elements to them.
Invoice 3 has a powerful new 'block' style editing mode; it's easy to edit any aspect of
an invoice.
There is also support for Smart Folders, allowing grouping of projects or by customer.
Invoice 3 dutifully calculates the balance for each customer, project and smart folder.
With the new Payment Control feature, it's easy to keep track of split payments over time.
Invoice 3 also offers Simple Inventory control which helps maintain physical goods, such
as CD's DVD's and other stock.
Feature highlights include:
* Balance at a Glance
* Colored Invoices
* Create Reminders
* Currency on the Fly
* Drag & Drop
* Edit with Style
* Individual Numbers
* Items at a Glance
* Layout Designer
* Payment Control
* Recurring Invoices
* Saved as PDF
* Simple Inventory
* Smart Counters
* Smart Fields
* Smart Folders
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X Version 10.4.6 Tiger or later
* Universal Binary for PowerPC and Intel
* 38.3 MB Hard Drive space
Pricing and Availability:
Invoice 3.0 is priced at only 79.00 Euro. A full-featured, 30-day demo is available.
Version 3 is a complete rewrite of Invoice 2, and a recommended update for all customers.
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Invoice 3:
http://www.kedisoft.com/
Download Invoice 3:
http://download.kedisoft.com/?file=Invoice-3.0.zip
Purchase:
http://store.esellerate.net/s.aspx?s=STR7921630060

Headquartered in Izmir, Turkey, Kedisoft is a privately funded company founded in 2007 by
Ozan Kiv. With over thirteen years in software development, Kedisoft's aim is developing
unique and useful software exclusively for the Mac platform, complemented by first-class
customer support. Copyright 2007-2008 Kedisoft. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple
logo, are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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